Recent investigations have shown sum capacity results within a constant bit-gap for several channel models, e.g. the two-user Gaussian interference channel (G-IC), k-user G-IC or the Gaussian X-channel. This has motivated investigations of interferencelimited multi-user channels, for example, the Gaussian interfering multiple access channel (G-IMAC). Networks with interference usually require the use of interference alignment (IA) as a technique to achieve the upper bounds of a network. A promising approach in view of constant-gap capacity results is a special form of IA called signal-scale alignment, which works for timeinvariant, frequency-flat, single-antenna networks. However, until now, results were limited to the many-to-one interference channel and the Gaussian X-channel. To make progress on this front, we investigate signal-scale IA schemes for the G-IMAC and aim to show a constant-gap capacity result for the G-IMAC. We derive a constant-gap sum capacity approximation for the lower triangular deterministic (LTD)-IMAC and see that the LTD model can overcome difficulties of the linear deterministic model. We show that the schemes can be translated to the Gaussian IMAC and that they achieve capacity within a constant gap. We show that multi-user gain is possible in the whole regime and provide a new look at cellular interference channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main limiting factors of cellular networks is interference. Throughout the last decades, research was conducted to investigate the role of interference in information theory. Several channel models were proposed, in which interference is one of the main limiting factors. But even for the simplest one, the two-user inference channel (IC), the capacity characterisation is an unsolved problem for more than 40 years. However, Etkin, Tse and Wang [7] have achieved a major breakthrough, a capacity result to within one bit for the Gaussian IC. They used a fundamental principle: if something is too hard to solve as one, you need to divide it in smaller simpler parts. And in the course of their investigation, defined the concept of generalized degrees of freedom (GDoF) d sym (α) := lim SNR,INR→∞; log INR log SNR =α
Csym(INR,SNR)
Cawgn(SNR) , which can be viewed as an interference dependent notion of degrees of freedom (DoF). This achievement motivated a series of investigations of more complex channel models (e.g. [5] , [6] ), towards constant-gap capacity approximations. However, even constant-gap capacity results were hard to obtain, due to noise properties of the Gaussian channel models. A branch of research therefore investigated deterministic models. In particular, the so-called linear deterministic model (LDM) emerged with the work of Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse [8] . The LDM approximates the channel by the binary expansion of the real signals.
The coefficients of this binary expansion are viewed as bit-vectors and positions within these vectors are called levels. These bit-vectors are truncated at noise level, such that the noise corrupted bits are removed from the channel model, resulting in a deterministic approximation. Moreover, channel gain is approximated by a power of two 2 n , n = log SNR , which results in a downshift of the bit-vector. Superposition is modelled as level-wise binary addition. Surprisingly, this rather simple model results in capacity approximations to within a constant bit-gap of the corresponding Gaussian channel models, e.g. a 42-bit gap for the deterministic two-user IC [9] . Another research branch investigated the concept of interference alignment, introduced in [10] , [11] and [12] . Interference alignment methods align interfering signal parts in some dimension and therefore make more interference-free dimensions available. These methods can be broadly categorized into two classes: vector-space alignment and Signal-space alignment [6] . In vector-space alignment methods, the dimensions of multiple antennas, time and frequency are used to align interfering signal parts into some sub-spaces. However, in single-antenna, time-invariant, frequency-flat channel This paper was presented in part at the ICC 2014 [1] , ITW 2014 [2] , ICC 2015 [3] and ISIT 2015 [4] arXiv:1705.04514v1 [cs.IT] 12 May 2017 models, these methods fail and the class of signal-scale alignment methods needs to be used. In these methods, techniques such as lattice coding, split the channel in several power layers, allowing for alignment of interference. It was shown in recent investigations, that LDM solutions are the basis for the corresponding signal-scale alignment methods and therefore provide a stepping-stone for constant bit-gap capacity results, see for example [13] , [14] , [15] . An interesting application of interference alignment is its use for the Gaussian interfering multiple access channel (G-IMAC) in [16] . In this investigation, the G-IMAC serves as a general simple model for cellular networks. It was shown that multiuser gain, in form of additional DoF, can be enabled by vector-space alignment using frequency and delay properties of the channel. The question is now, if multiuser gain is still present in the single-antenna, time-invariant, frequency-flat cellular networks, especially the G-IMAC as simplest model. Notable contributions towards an understanding of the G-IMAC were done in [17] , with a result for the strong interference regime.
A. Contributions
We investigate the single-antenna, time-invariant, frequency-flat Gaussian IMAC (G-IMAC). To make progress on this front, we start by investigating the linear deterministic approximation of the G-IMAC named LD-IMAC. We show that basic achievablity schemes from the linear deterministic MAC-P2P [18] can be extended towards the LD-IMAC. In those schemes, the orthogonality of bit-levels in the LDM bit-vectors is used to exploit the signal-scale shift between two cells. This results in the alignment of the interference in half of its bit-levels, effectively reducing the interference by half in the weak interference regime. Due to a coupling of both cells, the achievable schemes are limited to the weak interference regime. Moreover, due to dependence on the ratio of interference-to-direct signal strength α, the achievable sum-rate has a step-like curve. However, converse proofs cannot assume orthogonality of bit-levels, which would mean a uniform distribution of the real signals and therefore results in a loose upper bound for certain values of α. This yields a constant-gap sum capacity for just certain discrete points depending on α. Using signal-scale alignment methods, i.e. layered lattice codes, we transfer the achievable scheme and the result to the Gaussian IMAC. Moreover, one can show that the LD-IMAC bounds are actually within a constant bit-gap of the Gaussian IMAC bounds. This yields a constant bit-gap sum capacity result for the G-IMAC at discrete points, again depending on the channel gains. This shows that the schemes stemming from the LD-IMAC and the LDM itself, is a sub-optimal approximation, which is also sub-optimal as an approximation of the sum-rate of the G-IMAC. As we later show, this sub-optimality stems from the LD models property of just allowing orthogonal bit-level assignment schemes. Interestingly, a new deterministic model was introduced in [6] , coined the lower triangular deterministic model (LTDM). In this model, the channel gain is not approximated by 2 n any more, but the remainder incorporated as binary expansion. This results in a discrete convolution between the bits of the channel gain and the bits of the real signal, and therefore yields a dependence between the bit-levels. This means that the model allows a broader form of achievable schemes, were the bit-levels do not need to be orthogonal. Since the problems with the LDM stem exactly from this necessity, an LTDM scheme could improve upon prior results. We show LTD-IMAC schemes for the whole interference range, which (completely) reach the LDM upper bounds in the weak interference case and hence improve upon prior results. Moreover, we transform the bounds towards the LTDM channel and develop new upper bounds for the remaining interference ranges. We therefore show the deterministic approximation of the sum capacity of the LTD-IMAC to within a constant bit-gap. Extending the proof methods of [6] towards the structure of our achievable scheme, we can use them to transfer the constant-gap results from the LTD-IMAC to the G-IMAC. This yields a constant-gap sum capacity approximation of the symmetric G-IMAC in the whole interference range, see Figure 1 .
B. Organization
We introduce the G-IMAC, the LD-IMAC and the LTD-IMAC in section II. We then present an overview of the main results and theorems of this paper in section III. Analysis of the LD-IMAC and proofs for the theorems are presented in section IV. In section V we present achievable schemes and upper bounds for the LTD-IMAC and in section VI we show that the LTD results can be transferred to the G-IMAC.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. Notation
We denote vectors and matrices by lower case bold and upper case bold characters, respectively. For two vectors a and b, we denote by [a; b] the vector that is obtained by stacking a over b. To specify a particular range of elements in a bit-level vector we use the notation a [i:j] to indicate that a is restricted to the bit-levels i to j. If i = 1, it will be omitted a [:j] , the same for j = n a [i:] . Moreover, we use the notation of a j ik , where j represents the receiver cell, and i and k the transmitter cell and user respectively. The GDoF "W" curve for the symmetric Gaussian IC and the symmetric Gaussian IMAC. In the case of the IMAC, the SNR is the signal-noise-ratio of the strong direct links (associated with the coarse channel gain 2 n 1 ). Moreover, the curve shows the case that the weaker direct links (associated with coarse channel gain 2 n 2 ) are strong enough to support full multi-user gain. 
B. The Gaussian Interfering Multiple Access Channel
We consider the Gaussian interfering multiple access channel (IMAC), in which there are two Gaussian multiple access channels (MACs) interfering among themselves. Therefore, the system consists of 4 transmitters and 2 receivers. Transmitters x 11 and x 12 together with the receiver y 1 and x 21 , x 22 with y 2 each form a MAC and both are interfering with each other (see Fig. 6 ).
The channel equations for a fixed time slot are given by where z j ∈ N (0, 1) is assumed to be zero mean and unit variance Gaussian noise. Also each transmitted signal has an associated unit average power constraint E{|x ik | 2 } ≤ 1. The channel gains are composed of two parts. A coarse channel gain, 2 n with n ∈ N and a fine channel gain h ∈ (1, 2]. However, both parts can model any real channel gain greater than 1, which is sufficient for a constant-gap analysis. We choose this channel notation following the notation of [6] to get a clear integration of linear deterministic and lower triangular deterministic ideas in the following investigation of the model. It is assumed that n , stating that the total interference strength caused by x ij at the receivers is the same 1 . Note that the restriction for the coarse gain is justified in the case when the distance between the two cells is significantly larger than the cell dimension itself. However, for the fine channel gains of the interfering signals, we consider a simple modulation scheme. We take a similar approach as in [6] , to form the channel input such that the fine channel gains of the interfering signals coincide.
Each transmitter has one message to communicate to his receiver. As in the X-channel, we have 4 independent messages w ik . Assume that each message w ik is modulated into the signal u ik . The transmitters can now form the channel input such that
We therefore see at the receiver side the following signals Moreover, we assume without loss of generality that n 
C. Linear Deterministic IMAC
The linear deterministic model (LDM) models the input symbols at x ik as bit vectors x ik . This is achieved by a binary expansion of the real input signal. The resulting bits constitute the new bit vector. The positions within the vector will be referred to as levels. To model the signal impairment induced by noise, the bit vectors will be truncated at noise level and only the n most significant bits are received at y j . This is done by shifting the incoming bit vector for q − n positions y = S q−n x, with q := max n j ik . Where the shift matrix S is defined as
By scaling of the channel gains, we may assume an unit average power constraint in the corresponding Gaussian channel. And therefore a peak power constraint on the channel inputs in the linear deterministic model [8] . Superposition at the receivers is modelled via binary addition of the incoming bit vectors on the individual levels. Carry over is not used to limit the superposition on the specific level where it occurs. This enables schemes where bit-levels can be used independently. This property enables a form of bit-level alignment, which is used by our schemes. The channel gain is represented by n j ik -bit 2 Note that the difference lies in the coarse channel gains, in particular those of the aligning parts. The only case, where both structures are equal, is when all coarse channel gains are equal. In that case, both channel models reach 4 3 DoF. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the LD-IMAC levels which corresponds to log SNR of the original channel. We therefore approximate the fine channel gain by one. With this definitions the model can be written as
D. Lower Triangular Deterministic IMAC
The lower triangular deterministic model splits the channel gain in a fine channel gain h ∈ [1, 2), and a coarse channel gain 2 n with n ∈ N. Input symbols x are modelled as bit vectors x, which consist of the bits from the binary expansion of the real input signal. The positions within the vectors will be referred to as levels. Moreover, the fine channel gain h is also written as a binary expansion resulting in a discrete convolution between the bits of h and x, see [6] for a thorough exposition. To model the signal impairment induced by noise, the bits in the convolution with exponent less than zero (at noise level) will be truncated and only the n most significant bits are received at y. The incoming bit vector can be written as Hx, where H is a lower triangular matrix defined as
where [h] i represents the i-th bit in the binary expansion of h. Superposition at the receivers is modelled via binary addition of the incoming bit vectors. As in the LD-IMAC, signal strength differences in the multi-user model are incorporated by shifting the bit vector by q − n j ik positionsx ik = S q−n j ik x ik . We introduce the notation ofx c ik = S q−n j ik x ik for i = j for a better distinction between direct and interference signals. Additionally, we make some further symmetry assumptions. Since both MAC channels are coupled for α > 1 2 in a sense, that one cannot separate both achievable schemes, the number of cases would increase. In order to reduce the complexity of the investigation and presenting a clear overview, we assume that n = n i . We remark that these assumptions keep the general channel structure intact, in particular the shift-property, and the proofs can be extended to the more general cases as well. Thus, the LTD-IMAC channel model is governed by the following equations
where
2 with i, j, k ∈ {1, 2}. Note that we used the specific modulation of (1), to group the interference signal parts. The bits of the channel matrices correspond to the real values of g j ik , defined above.
III. MAIN RESULT
In the following section we give an overview of the main results of this paper. We start by presenting the results for the linear deterministic approximation of the IMAC. We will see that the approximation is insufficient in a sense, that the achievable sum rate of the scheme does not achieve the upper bound at all points. And a possible transfer to the Gaussian IMAC, based on this structure, would also inherit the problem. We will therefore turn to the lower triangular deterministic model and show that it allows schemes which can achieve the upper bound and therefore establish the possibility of a constant-gap capacity result. In the last part we present the constant-gap capacity result for the G-IMAC.
A. Approximate Capacity for the LD-IMAC
In section IV we will show that the following sum rate is achievable in the weak interference regime. We define the weak interference regime as n
This means that the sum of both interference link strength values is smaller than the weakest direct link strength of both cells. In this regime, the system model can be decomposed into two sub channels (see section IV) which simplifies the analysis.
The purpose is to demonstrate the shortcomings of the LD model. Later analysis of the LTD model will treat the general interference case. The achievable sum-rate depends on the strength, or coarse channel gain, of the weaker user, which results in three sub-cases per cell i. If the coarse channel gain n i i2 of the weaker link signal x i i2 is smaller than the coarse interference channel gain n i j in cell i, the IMAC sum-rate falls back to the IC sum-rate. Above this threshold, multiuser gain will increase along with n i i2 until it reaches the maximum multiuser gain. In the following we will briefly introduce the results for the last case, where the full multi-user gain can be achieved simultaneous in both cells.
Theorem 1.
The achievable sum-rate for the linear deterministic interfering multiple access channel (LD-IMAC) in the weak interference regime, is
, ∆ 2 ) with the function φ for p, q ∈ N 0 , following the notation of [19] , defined as
where l(p, q) := p q for q > 0 and l(p, 0) = 0. φ is essentially composed of the multiuser gain and the difference of the coarse channel gain of both user in the corresponding cell. The proof of the theorem can be found in section IV-A. To provide a result about the optimality of this sum-rate, the next lemma will give an upper bound for the aforementioned model. Theorem 2. The sum rate for the linear deterministic interfering multiple access channel (LD-IMAC) in the weak interference regime can bounded from above by
We remark, that the LD model can be regarded as a special case of the LTD model, where the lower triangular matrix is the identity matrix. The upper bound for the weak interference part of the LTD-IMAC therefore also provides an upper bound for the LD-model. The proof can be found in section V-B. A graphical comparison by means of GDoF shows, that the achievable sum-rate of Theorem 1 reaches the upper bound at the α values at which the scheme has an even number of layers (see Fig. 4 ). However, in between those points the upper bound cannot be reached. The reason for this behaviour is the structure of the scheme which originates from the approximation model. Later, we will show that the lower triangular deterministic model eliminates this problem. By utilizing layered lattice coding schemes as in [13] , [14] and [5] we can transfer the LD achievable sum-rate to the Gaussian channel, which yields the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The achievable sum-rate for the Gaussian interfering multiple access channel (G-IMAC) in the weak interference regime, is
with φ defined as in (1) . Note that l(p,q) is equivalent to L i , which basically counts the layers of lattice codes. The proof for the theorem is provided in section IV-B. Observe that the sum-rate has the same structure as in Theorem 1 with the correspondence n j ik = log |h j ik | 2 P . We therefore need to prove an equivalent version of the bound in Theorem 2 for the Gaussian case. By extending proof methods of [9] we can show the following result.
Theorem 4. The sum-rate for the Gaussian IMAC can be upper bounded by the corresponding LD-IMAC upper bound, within a constant number of bits. The G-IMAC in the weak interference regime is therefore bounded from above by
where c 1 is a constant. Therefore the two theorems 3 and 4 show, that the transfer of the results from the linear deterministic scheme to the Gaussian IMAC is possible. However, the achievable scheme inherits the same structure as in the LD model and therefore also the problems with the step-like achievablity curve. These problems are related to the fact, that the LD schemes are constraint to orthogonal usage of bit-levels. Assuming independence of bit-levels would yield a tight upper bound. But we would therefore need to proof the optimality of an uniform input distribution. However, a result along these lines would be restricted to the linear deterministic model and does not extend to the general Gaussian case. Instead, one can use a more complex model, which enables schemes beyond orthogonal usage of bit-levels. The lower triangular deterministic model is such a model and we will now describe the results for this model.
B. Approximate Constant-Gap Sum Capacity for the LTD-IMAC
We start with a theorem about the constant-gap sum capacity for the deterministic LTD-IMAC in the weak interference regime with arbitrary channel gains.
2×3 of Lebesgue measure at most δ such that for all channel gains g j ik ∈ (1, 2] 2×3 \ B, the sum capacity C LTD-IMAC of the lower triangular deterministic interfering multiple access channel satisfies The proof is provided in section V. Recall that n 1 2 is the coarse interference strength of both users from cell 2 to cell 1, and equally, n and corresponds to the weak interference regime for the IC-channel. The δ in the gap 2 log(c/δ) can be seen as a fixed trade-off factor. If δ is chosen to be large, the gap would become small. The achievable sum-rate would get closer to the bound. But δ is also the bound for the measure of the outage set B and a large bound would mean, that the result would hold for a smaller set of channel gain configurations. On the other hand, a small δ would mean, that the result holds for a large set of channel gains but at the same time induce a bigger gap towards the upper bound. Due to the large number of cases for arbitrary channel gains and arbitrary interference regimes, we have limited the investigation of arbitrary regimes to symmetric channel gain configurations. The following theorem shows the result for the deterministic IMAC.
Theorem 6. For every δ ∈ (0, 1], n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N such that n 1 ≥ n 2 , there exists a set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×3 of Lebesgue measure at most δ such that for all channel gains g j ik ∈ (1, 2] 2×3 \ B, the sum capacity C LTD-IMAC of the lower triangular deterministic symmetric interfering multiple access channel satisfies
for some constant c, independent of the channel gain . As in the weak interference case, one can see that the gap is constant and can be seen as a fixed trade-off factor between rate-gap and quantity of supported channel gains. In the next sub section we will show, that this result can be extended to the Gaussian IMAC.
C. Constant-Gap Sum Capacity for the Gaussian IMAC
For the Gaussian case, extensions of the methods developed in [6] show that the achievable schemes can be transferred to the Gaussian IMAC. In this process, the constant-gap gets larger buts stays constant in relation to the channel gain. Moreover, previously used techniques can show that the LTD-IMAC bounds can be used as a bound for the G-IMAC by introducing another constant-gap. This yields the following constant-gap capacity approximation of the G-IMAC.
Theorem 7. For every δ ∈ (0, 1], n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N such that n 1 ≥ n 2 , there exists a set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×4 of Lebesgue measure at most δ such that for all channel gains h j ik ∈ (1, 2] 2×4 \ B, the sum capacity C G-IMAC of the Gaussian symmetric interfering multiple access channel satisfies
and c 2 , c 3 are constants.
The proof for the achievability can be found in Section VI. It makes use of the scheme for the lower triangular deterministic model and uses a result from number theory, the Khintchine-Groshev Theorem, as well as techniques developed in [6] and new techniques tailored towards the G-IMAC model. The proof of the upper bound is in the Appendix A and utilizes the upper bound of Theorem 5. Note that, as in the two theorems for the LTD channel model, we have a constant-gap result. This is because c 2 and c 3 are constants which are independent of the channel gain and δ is a trade-of factor in the same fashion as those in the previous results. This means that a bigger δ corresponds to a smaller gap but increases the outage set of channel gains for which the method does not work. In the following section we will go into the details of the analysis and provide the proofs for the stated theorems.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE LD-IMAC A. Achievable Scheme for Theorem 1
The achievability scheme for the IMAC is basically an extended version of the scheme already used for the MAC-P2P in [19] . Like in the MAC-P2P we split the system (2) into two sub systems, R (1) ach and R (2) ach , see Figure 5 . Unlike in [19] , both of our sub-systems are identically. The sum of the achievable rates of these two sub systems will constitute the overall sum capacity. The sub systems are given by the equations
(3a)
for R (1) ach and
for R (2) ach . Examining the resulting sub-systems, one can see that leaving one private part, at the side of the interference silent, results in a sub-system equal to R (2) ach in [19] . In particular we choose X 
(3e)
ach and
ach . The achievable sum rates for the systems are defined as Where
1 and the function φ as in 1. It suffices to show the achievability of one sub-systems, the results for the other sub-systems follows by symmetry. Consider the sum capacity R
2 specify the levels used for encoding the interference affected part of x 21 , where a i = 1 if level i is used and
. Then we can achieve
is indicating how many used bit-levels between the common signal parts of x 11 and x 12 are overlapping. Minimizing ρ(x), with a per-definition non-overlapping γ(a) gives a solution with maximal direct rate and minimal interference. An assignment vector a solving (7) for a given x can be shown to be of the form described in the following. Let l = n
We subdivide a into l∆ 1 subsequences (blocks) of length ∆ 1 and one remainder block of length Q. We distribute ones over a until x entries in a have been set to 1: We start with the even-numbered blocks, followed by the remainder block. If l is even, we finally distribute over the odd-numbered blocks. If l is odd, we also fill the odd-numbered blocks, but in reversed (decreasing) order. To be precise, we define for the case that l is even
Here, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, e k the unit row vector of appropriate size with 1 at position k and
is the flip matrix. Then the matrix
gives an optimal assignment vector a by setting a = P[1 x ; 0 n 2 1 −x ]. Finally, the sum rate for the overall system can be obtained by adding the sub systems:
B. Transfer from LD-IMAC to G-IMAC
In this section we prove Theorem 3, and therefore show the achievable sum-rate for the G-IMAC based on lattice coding schemes with an inherited structure of the linear deterministic schemes. . An example for a scheme which achieves the upper bound is presented in the figure. The MAC-cell 1 has n 1 11 and n 1 12 bit levels in the direct paths and generates interference, at the other cell, of n 2 1 bit levels. Whereas the MAC cell 2 has n 2 21 and n 2 22 bit levels in the direct path and generates n 1 2 bit levels interference. It can be seen that the scheme utilizes the full bit-level range of the receivers except half of the incoming interference effected bit-levels and therefore reaches the upper bound R Σ ≤ n 1 11 + n 2 21 − 1 2
1) Interference Regime: For this part, we assume without loss of generality that h
This means that the first direct path is stronger or equal than the second direct path in each cell. Also, remember that we have equal (coarse) interference strength at the receivers. With the specific modulation from (1), we can assume that
Furthermore we define two expressions, the signal-to-noise ratio and the interference-to-noise ratio as:
We also introduce two parameters α i , β i which combine these ratios with SNR i2 = SNR . These parameters correspond to α, β which are used in the LDM channel model [1] and in GDoF considerations. Now we can restrict the investigation to the weak interference regime defined through
We assume that SNR ik > 1, otherwise the user can be left silent which results in a 1 bit penalty of the sum-rate. For convenience we use the standard terms: common and private signal, for the part which is seen at both cells and the part which is only received in the intended cell, respectively. Also note that the following techniques work for all channel parameters in the defined regime, except for a singularity at β i = 1 in which the additional gain for that corresponding cell will be zero. These techniques are therefore not limited to any kind of rational numbers set, as alignment comes natural due to the LDM schemes and the assumption (10).
2) Power Partitioning: The power as observed at each receiver is partitioned into intervals. The number of partitions is depended on the channel structure, in particular the β i , α i -parameters. These partitions play the role of intervals of bit levels in the LDM. The common signal part of cell i is partitioned into
intervals. Moreover, there is an additional reminder block. The private signal part consists of an interference effected part, which is partitioned into L j intervals with an additional reminder part, as well as an interference free part. We therefore have a total of l max ≤ L i + L j + 3 power partitions, depending on the number of non-zero reminder parts and if there is an additional interference free private signal part. Signal power is defined as
with l indicating the specific partition (Fig. 8 ). Note that this is for the cases where L i = odd. The additional remainder term at l = L i + 1 vanishes for L i = even, because it can be merged with the subsequent partition. In that case, all following powerlevels need to be changed accordingly. Each user k of cell i decomposes its signal into a sum of independent sub-signals
This decomposition can be seen as a message split, where every message is separately encoded by a lattice code. Note that user 2 can only send at power levels l > 1, due to its power constrains.
3) Layered Nested Lattice Codes: Instead of the Loeliger-type [20] lattice codes, used in [2] , we will use n-dimensional nested lattice codes introduced in [21] which can achieve capacity in the AWGN single-user channel. This results in a slightly lower gap in the overall rate terms. A lattice Λ is a discrete subgroup of R n which is closed under real addition and reflection. Moreover, denote the nearest neighbour quantizer by
The fundamental Voronoi region V(Λ) of a lattice Λ consists of all points which get mapped or quantized to the zero vector. The modulo operation is defined as
A nested lattice code is composed of a pair of lattices (Λ fine , Λ coarse ) , where V(Λ coarse ) is the fundamental Voronoi region of the coarse lattice and operates as a shaping region for the corresponding fine lattice Λ fine . It is therefore required that Λ coarse ⊂ Λ fine . Such a code has a corresponding rate R equal to the log of the nesting ratio. A part of the split message is now mapped to the corresponding codeword u ik (l) ∈ Λ fine,l−1 ∩ V(Λ coarse,l ), which is a point of the fine lattice inside the fundamental Voronoi region of the coarse lattice. Note that Λ lmax ⊂ · · · ⊂ Λ 1 . The code is chosen such that it has a power of θ il . The codeword x ik (l) is now given as
where we dither (shift) with d ik ∼ Unif(V(Λ l )) and reduce the result modulo-Λ l . Transmitter ik now sends a scaled x ik over the channel, such that the power per sub-signal x ik (l) is θ il |h i ik | 2 and receivers see a power of θ il . Due to the partitioning construction, the x ik satisfy the power restriction of P for user 1,
and user 2
in each cell i. Moreover, aligning sub-signals use the same code (with independent shifts). In [21] it was shown that nested lattice codes can achieve the capacity of the AWGN single-user channel with vanishing error probability. Viewing each of our power intervals as a channel, we therefore have that
where N i (l) denotes the noise variance per dimension of the sub-sequent levels. If a sum of K lattice points gets aligned at a power level θ il and we want to decode the lattice point corresponding to this sum, then the achievable rate is given by
which is obtained through minimization of the denominator in [22, Theorem 1] and MMSE scaled decoding. 4) Alignment: Due to the construction, shifted codewords x i1 (l) and x i2 (l + 1) are received on separate power levels at the intended receiver and align on the same power level at the unintended receiver. As an example we look at the codewords x 11 (2) and x 12 (3). They are transmitted from the first and second transmitter of cell 1, with a scaled power of θ12 |h 1 11 | 2 and θ13 |h 1 12 | 2 , respectively. This means that receiver 1 sees them with power E(||h
Noise level Y assuming that level 2 and 3 are within the common signal part we have that θ 12 = (|h
and E(||h
with θ 13 = (|h
. Clearly both codewords are received on different levels as long as β 1 = 1. For the unintended receiver 2, these codewords are received with power
and
Now we need to show that (23) and (24) are the same. For (23) we have that
.
For (24) we have that
where we used that SNR β1 11 = SNR 12 as defined. 5) Decoding Procedure: Decoding occurs per level, treating subsequent levels as noise. Due to the use of nested lattice codes, a sub-signal u ik mod Λ l gets decoded, from which the original sub-signal x ik can be reconstructed. The reconstructed signal then gets subtracted from the total received signal, leaving the noise part. The noise part constitutes the next level and the process continues. In case of an interference-affected level, only the sum of both sub-signals gets decoded [u ik (l) + u ik (l + 1)] mod Λ l . From the sum, the original sum can be reconstructed and subtracted from the received signal. It is therefore a successive decoding scheme, which was proven to work for nested lattice codes in [23] and recently applied in [15] . Therefore, each level is treated as a Gaussian point-to-point channel, and decodability is assured providing that the lattice rate is chosen appropriately according to (19) or (20), depending on the specific case. With a signal power of θ il , it only remains to specify the total noise of each level, consisting of the Gaussian noise at the receiver and the signal power of all subsequent levels, including the interference. The total achievable sum-rate is then given as the sum of all R ik (l) of the used direct levels.
6) Example of the symmetric restricted IMAC:
In this example we consider the fairly restricted symmetric IMAC channel, where α = 0.5 and β = 0.75. Note that this example is technically not in the weak interference regime (12) any more. However, the alignment strategies of this section can be applied to channels with the relaxed condition INR 21 } by careful handling of certain cases. This condition becomes α ≤ 0.5 in our symmetrical example. The symmetry assumptions yields that SNR 11 = SNR 21 = P , SNR 12 = SNR 22 = P β and INR
The scheme (15) yields l max = 4 levels with θ 1 = P − P β , θ 2 = P β − P α , θ 3 = P α − P 0.25 and θ 4 = P 0.25 − 1. Moreover, we have the following noise powers per level,
and N (4) = 1. We therefore have the following decoding bounds for both cells:
with r 1 = log 1 + P − P 0.75
where the minima are necessary, because x 11 (1), x 12 (2) and x 21 (1), x 22 (2) need to be decodable at both receivers. Moreover, neither cell can send on level 3, since all interference is aligned at that level. The total achievable rate is the summation over all levels
Moreover, we can show that
where the last inequality follows from the fact that P 0.75 > θ 3 because of P > 1. Similarly, we can show that
The total achievable rate is therefore
With the definition of α = 0.5, n 1 = log P and n i = log P 0.5 one can see, that the proposed scheme can achieve the upper bound within a constant gap of 8 Bits.
Priv. Part
x i2
x j1 x j2 Fig. 9 . Illustration of the three rate term structures. R IC i is the alignment structure of the common part. Note that the common part of x i2 is down shifted by exactly one power partition. Moreover, we illustrate the private signal parts, with and without interference.
7) Achievable Rate: The general (weak) interference case: Henceforth, we define i = j for i, j ∈ {1, 2} in all equations. In the general case, β i and α i can be any value in the defined regime and therefore any number of levels can be needed. The power splitting is done as in the example where signal power is given by (15) . The choice of codeword decomposition and level usage is dependent on the underlying LDM scheme. We use the power partitions of θ il in the same way as the ∆ i blocks in the LDM. However, instead of filling the l−th ∆ i -block with bits, we use the specific power partition interval θ il to transmit a sub-signal lattice codeword. As in the previous example, the sub-signal codewords can be decoded providing a rate of (19) and (20), depending on the number of aligning signals. It remains to specify the effective noise per level. The general noise structure is
we the levels of aligned interference are counted twice. We have to distinguish three different rate-term structures for cell i, see Fig. 9 . The first one is the common signal part R ICi . Here we need decoding bounds R ICi (l) per power-partition, which are also received as interference and therefore need to obey two decoding conditions. One decoding bound stems from the direct path utilizing bound (19) . The other decoding bound stems from the fact that our successive decoding scheme needs to decode the sum of two interfering bit-levels at every odd bit-level and therefore needs to obey (20) . We show in the Appendix B, that we can achieveR
which is the minimum of both bounds for the common part per power partition. The second term is the private part R Pi which is not interference affected, therefore outside the alignment structures. We need to distinguish the two cases L i = odd and L i = even. For L i = odd, we have a remainder term with power SNR
, and the regular private term with power SNR
. For L i = even, we have a remainder term of power SNR
and a private term of power SNR
, which is depicted in Fig. 9 . Note that for L i = L i = even, the remainder term is zero. Let us choose the case L i = odd as an example. Here we have the remainder term and the private part term. The remainder term has the same analysis as the terms of R ICi in Appendix B. Considering the new power partition, we get a rate of
For the private part, we only have to consider the direct rate, and do not need the minimisation over both decoding bounds which results in a smaller bit-gap
The total rate of the private part is therefore
Note that this is also achievable for the cases with L i = odd. The only difference is the location of the power split. Note that in our weak interference regime (12), we have that 1 log SNR
which is true, since min{SNR 12 , SNR 22 } ≤ SNR i1 .
The third rate term structure is the private rate part, which is affected by the interference. For every power partition, we can achieve a rateRĪ
which is shown in the Appendix B.
Furthermore, if L j = L j = even, the private part rate RĪ Pi has a remainder term allocated at the lowest power level. The lowest level has a noise term of 1 and a power of SNR
We only need to decode the direct rate term and therefore get a decoding bound of
The total achievable sum rate is the summation over all three rate term structuresR ICi ,R IPi , and R Pi including the remainder parts. Moreover, we need to sum over all individual partitions. This means that
We show the proof exemplary for the case that L i = L i = even. Here we have an achievable sum-rate of:
where the last step follows from the definition of φ(p, q) in (1)
One can see that the achievable rate of the Gaussian channel is within a constant-gap of 6 + 2.5( L 2 + L 1 )bits of the LDM rate using the correspondence n j ik = log |h j ik | 2 P .
V. ANALYSIS OF THE LTD-IMAC
In this section we prove the two theorems, Theorem 5 and Theorem 6. In particular, we will first show the achievability in Section V-A and then in Section V-B the upper bound, for the theorems.
A. Achievable Schemes
We start with two lemmas, which provide the bases for the achievable rate in the LTD model in the general symmetric setting and in the weak interference general setting, respectively. Afterwards we discuss two lemmas which are necessary to prove that the codewords in the schemes can be decoded.
Lemma 1 (general interference, symmetry). For every δ ∈ (0, 1] and n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N such that n 1 ≥ n 2 there exists a set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×3 of Lebesgue measure µ(B) ≤ δ such that for all channel gains g j ik ∈ (1, 2] 2×3 \ B the achievable sum rate for the IMAC system model is:
with
Lemma 2 (weak interference). For every δ ∈ (0, 1] and n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N such that n 1 ≥ n 2 there exists a set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×3 of Lebesgue measure µ(B) ≤ δ such that for all channel gains g j ik ∈ (1, 2] 2×3 \ B the achievable sum rate for the IMAC system model is:
with R ach,1 := max{(n 
Proof. To prove the lemmas we first need to show under which conditions a rate allocation scheme yields linear independence of the used H columns and therefore allows successful decoding. For the interference range α ≥ 1 2 , we can use the lemma 11 of [6] , with a re-labelling such that it fits our case. The following lemma shows the modified version. . At y 1 , we have an example for the case I.2: Lemma 3 ([6, Lemma 11 (modified)]). Let δ ∈ (0, 1] and n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N such that n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ n i , and 2n i ≥ n 1 , and let R ). Therefore, Lemma 3 is not applicable anymore. However, due to the special structure of the achievable scheme, we can modify the proof to show a similar result. 
Then, a bit allocation, chosen such that the conditions are satisfied, allows successful decoding at both receivers for all channel gains except for an outage set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×3 of Lebesgue measure µ(B) ≤ δ.
Proof: The proof for Lemma 3 can be found in [6] and the proof for Lemma 4 is in the same fashion but exploits the non-overlapping coding structure between R The last two lemmas tell us that for all rates which obey the stated conditions, the spanned subspaces are independent except for a small set of measure µ(B) ≤ δ. This means that there exists a unique solution and the signals can be decoded. Hence, any proposed scheme needs to be checked if it obeys these conditions and therefore allows for successful decoding. The conditions of the following schemes are checked in the appendix. It then remains to show that the proposed schemes achieve the rates in the theorem.
We have to choose different schemes for the cases . The private parts of the signal can be used to communicate solely to the intended receiver, without affecting the other cell. We dedicate the R c ik most significant bits, and the R p1 i1 least significant bits ofx i1 to carry information. For the weak interference cases α < 1 2 , the private part ofx has another bit-level allocation. There we dedicate the R p2 i1 most significant bits of the private partx p to carry information, see Figure 10 . We now have to choose the scheme, and therefore how many bit-levels we give to each of the allocation rates, which we just introduced. We start with the weak interference case.
Case I: (0 ≤ α ≤ 1 2 ): We use the fact, that the model can be split into two sub-models, similar to the LD-Model (see Figure 5 ). This means that scheme differences for the bit-levels above the interference-level of one cell, do not influence the other cell. Hence, we can consider them separately and without loss of generality restrict the case analysis to symmetric cases. However, this is only possible for the weak interference model, which is why we consider the symmetrical model for higher interference regimes. For k, l ∈ {1, 2} and k = l we set
Multiuser gain in the IMAC model is dependent of the strength of the second user in each cell. This is also true in the weak interference case, where we differentiate between three sub-cases (of nine in total), dependent on n k k2 . Case I.1: The first sub-case is when n k k2 ≤ n k k1 − n l k . In this case, the second user is useless for the channel, since the private rate R p2 i1 of user 1 can serve the same purpose. There is no multi-user gain in this regime and the achievable rate is limited to the IC sum rate. We remark that the achievable rate for one cell and this scheme is (n
. This might be against the intuition from the IC model, where it is ((n k k1 − n k l ) resulting from a scheme similar to treating interference as noise. However, considering the sum rate of both cells in our scheme, we get back to the IC-rate. The following cases, where the second user of one or both cells is stronger, results in an additional rate part on top of the IC sum-rate. In the symmetrical case, we see that the conditions lead to a minimum of R ach,4 in Lemma 1, which can be reached by the allocation.
Case I.2: The second sub-case is when n
In this range, the upper part of the second user becomes useful as the top bit-level reaches above the part R p2 i1 , and makes bit-level alignment possible. This part has a rising multiuser gain and is no longer limited to the IC sum rate. The n k k2 − (n k k1 − n l k ) terms represent the additional rate of the second user and thus the multiuser gain. We achieve the active bound R ach,4 in the symmetrical setting.
Case I.3: The last sub-case is for n
, here the second user can be fully utilized to provide one half of the interference strength at the opposite cell. The multiuser gain becomes half of the interference and the achievable sum rate reaches the main upper bound. Here we see that the multiuser gain is Common Part of x 1 Fig. 11 . Illustration of the rate allocations and the design rules for the achievable scheme in the range 1 2 < α < 3 5 for an exemplary cell with α = 4 7 . With a comparison to the scheme of the previous regime to illustrate the problem with the decoding bound on n 1 .
We continue with the proof for lemma 1. From now on we confine the analysis to the symmetrical case, meaning that n Case II (
One can see the reason for this rate allocation scheme intuitively considering the interference at both cells. First of all, at α > 1 2 , the interference is strong enough to "reach" into the common part of the signalx k1 in cell k (see Fig. 11 ). Therefore, the additional private part bit allocation R p2 k1 of the weak interference case is zero and we can use the decoding lemma 3 from now on. Note that lemma 3, and therefore a bigger gap, is needed because of overlapping signal parts. Moreover, as a result of this new regime, the signalx k2 in each cell k can support multiuser gain as long as n 2 > n i . The previous rate allocation scheme ( 1 2 n i for common parts) fails to satisfy the first equation of lemma 3, since there are less than n i interference unaffected bit-levels for both users in a cell. The new allocation needs to fit into (n 1 − n i ) bit-levels and an obvious choice is 1 2 (n 1 − n i ). This way we can use the whole bit-levels available and at the same time maximize the alignment at the other cell. The private part allocates the available rest, satisfying the third equation of lemma 3. See Figure 11 for an illustration. As in the weak interference case, we need to differentiate between sub-cases, depending on the strength of the signalsx k2 .
Case II.1: The first sub-case is when n 2 ≥ n i + 1 2 (n 1 − n i ) . Therefore
The second direct signal has enough bit-levels to support the full multiuser gain. The sum-rate becomes
Regarding Lemma 1, the sub-case implies that n 2 ≥ n i and it therefore follows from n i > (n 1 − n i ), that n 2 > (n 1 − n i ). Moreover, one can see from n 2 ≥ n i + 1 2 (n 1 − n i ) and α < 3 5 , that R ach,1 gets activated and is the minimum of all bounds. Case II.2: On the contrary, for n 2 < n i + 1 2 (n 1 − n i ) , R c k2 := (n 2 − n i ) because the second direct signal cannot support the full previous rate allocation without violating the second decoding condition of lemma 3. The sum-rate is
And for n 2 < n i the IMAC collapses to the IC-model and yields the known 2n i as sum rate. Note that R ach,4 gets activated, and is also achieved, in the last two cases.
Case III ( 3 5 ≤ α ≤ 1): For case 3, we have the special situation, that the α-range needs to be subdivided to account for different sub-ranges. Still, due to the full multi-user gain sum-rate being the same over the whole range 
The change of the previous rate allocation is necessary because the common part drops in the range where we allocated the private part in the previous case. Therefore, the allocation of the private part needs to be changed accordingly. Due to this Fig. 12 . Illustration of the rate allocations for the achievable scheme in the range 3 5 ≤ α ≤ 1 for an exemplary cell with α = 2 3
. We show the two achievable schemes for n 2 ≥ n 1 − 1 3 n i and n 2 < n 1 − 1 3 n i . 13 . Illustration of the full multi-user gain sum-rate (green) and the IC sum-rate (red) in the three α sub-ranges of case III. For varying strength of the weaker users signalx k2 in each cell k, the achieved sum-rate can lie in between both curves. change, we have n i bit-levels to allocate two common part allocations plus the aligned interference of the other cell. Due to the symmetry, an obvious choice is to use 1 3 n i for every common part allocation to maximise bit-level usage without violating the constraints. This scheme ensures that condition 1 from lemma 3 holds. We need to make sure, that also condition 2 and 3 hold. Condition 3 holds independently of n 2 due to the scheme design. For condition 2 the user ofx k2 needs to be strong enough to support the allocation of 1 3 n i bit-levels and therefore n 2 ≥ n 1 − 1 3 n i , which is the condition for the sub-case III.A.1. For n 1 − 1 3 n i > n 2 > n i we reach the sub-case III.A.2, where the signalx k2 can support an allocation of (n 2 − n i ) + + 5 3 n i − n 1 bit-levels. For n 2 ≤ n i the scheme cannot support multi-user gain any more, the LTD-IMAC falls back to the LTD-IC and one strategy is to leave the weak user of signalx k2 silent and use IC techniques. We therefore have two sub-cases, where only for n 2 ≥ n 1 − 1 3 n i (III.A.1) full multi-user gain can be achieved and at n 2 = n 1 − 1 3 n i is a transition to case III.A.2, which still yields multi-user gain as long as n 2 > n i . We remark that as long as n 2 is larger than the private part n 1 − n i , it can be used to achieve the same sum-rate as IC-techniques. For achieving n i in the range n 2 < n i , R c k1 would need a larger allocation, which will be used in case III.B.
Sum Rate: The sum rate for the case III.A.1 is
, where R ach,2 is active and for the case III.A.2 (n 2 > n i ) it is
where the rate term R ach,4 is active. n i freely allocatable (i.e. which do not overlap with other signals) bits. The remaining 2n i − n 2 − n 1 bits overlap with the aligned interference and one can allocate only half of the available bit-levels in order to stay within decoding conditions. Case III.B (
k1 := n 1 − n i . As in case III.A, only for n 2 ≥ n 1 − 1 3 n i (III.B.1) full multi-user gain can be achieved and at n 2 = n 1 − 1 3 n i is a transition to case III.B.2. However, due to the fact that n i gets bigger than n 1 − 1 2 n i for α > 2 3 (see fig. 13 ), the scheme still yields multi-user gain as long as n 2 > n 1 − n i . This means that we still have multi-user gain as long as the signal bit vectorx k2 is larger than the private part ofx k1 . We therefore have two additional sub-cases for n 1 − n i < n 2 < n i . The first sub-case III.B.3 is for 2 3 n i ≤ n 2 < n i , where we use the same strategy as in III.B.2, but can only support a free allocation below n i atx k2 . This means that the part (n 2 − n i ) + will be zero, resulting in a sum-rate of 2n i instead of 2n 2 . The second sub-case III.B.4 is in the range n 1 − n i < n 2 < 2 3 n i . For this sub-case, the signalx k2 cannot support the 5 3 n i − n 1 bit-level allocation anymore. The allocation n 2 − (n 1 − n i ) gets active, which uses a maximum of bit-levels without overlapping with the private part ofx k1 . The low number of bit levels ofx k2 results in a gap of ( . One therefore needs to allocate more bit levels atx k1 to compensate. However, due to 3 4 ≥ α > 2 3 we have that n 1 − n i < 2n i − n 1 ≤ 2ni 3 . Therefore, n 2 can fall into a range (n 2 < 2n i − n 1 ), where the missing bit-levels ( 2 3 n i − n 2 ) + are more than the freely allocatable space above n i , which is n 1 − 4 3 n i bit-levels. Therefore, only n 1 − 4 3 n i bit-levels can be allocated without penalty, and another
+ for half of the remaining space (see fig. 14 ). Note that case III.B.3 and II.B.4 is in the range n 2 < n i . One therefore needs to switch the signalx k2 with the interfering signal in the decoding lemma, which yields the third condition that R c k2 + R p1 k1 ≤ n 2 and in condition 2, n 2 gets replaced with n i .
Sum Rate: The sum rate for the case III.B.1 is
, where R ach,2 is active. For the case III.B.2 and n 2 ≥ n i the sum rate is
and for
where the term R ach,4 is active in the last two cases.
For case III.B.4 (n 1 − n i ) < n 2 < 2 3 n i , as long as n 2 > 2n i − n 1 we have that R + , while R c k2 = (n 2 − (n 1 − n i )) + and the sum rate is 2n i − 2. If n 2 ≤ 2n i − n 1 , the allocation of R c k1 changes and the sum rate becomes R Σ = 2(
n i −n 2 Fig. 15 . Illustration of the scheme for the case III.C.2. In this case, n 2 is too weak to support the full
bit-levels. It can support a maximum of n 2 −(n 1 −n i ) bit-levels. The remaining free n 1 − 2n i 3 − n 2 bit-levels can be added atx k1 . However, since every additional bit generates additional interference (both green parts), we can only allocate half of the remaining bits to stay within decoding conditions. where the rate term R ach,5 gets active.
Case III.C ( . As in the previous case, the decoding lemma needs to be adjusted for n 2 < n i . There is multi-user gain in this case, as long as n 2 > n 1 − n i , below the LTD-IMAC falls back to the LTD-IC.
Sum Rate: The sum rate for the case III.C.1 is
the scheme reaches R ach,5 . Case IV (1 < α < 2 ): For the range α > 1 the decoding lemma needs to be adjusted. A simple reassignment of the corresponding rates solves this problem. We can set
Since the interfering signal is stronger than both users, the private part ofx k1 vanishes completely. We have to analyse two sub-cases: Case IV.1: This sub-case is in the range n 2 ≥ 1 3 n i . Here, R c k2 := 1 3 n i , and the multi-user gain can be completely supported by the weaker users signalx k2 . Case IV.2: For n 2 < 1 3 n i , the multi-user gain cannot be fully supported. We have R c k2 := n 2 and for n 2 = 0, the channel falls back to the IC sum-rate. Sum Rate: The sum rate for the cases IV.1 and IV.2 is R Σ ≥ 4 3 n i − 4 and R Σ ≥ n i + n 2 − 2, respectively. In case IV.1, R ach,2 is active, and for case IV.2, R ach,5 is active.
Case V (
, we have that n 1 = 2 3 n i and therefore reached the maximum allocatable rate point which satisfies all decoding conditions with the previous rate allocation. Since n i keeps growing, the strategy is to use half of n 1 as allocation and we set
Once again, multi-user gain is dependent on the strength of n 2 . For n 2 ≥ 1 2 n 1 (case V.I), the second user can fully support the gain but for n 2 < 1 2 n 1 just R c k2 := n 2 . For this case, we have R c k1 := n 1 − n 2 as long as 2n 1 < n i + n 2 and get the full sum-rate. Otherwise, full multi-user gain cannot be supported and we have R Sum Rate: The sum rate for the cases V.1 and V.2 is R Σ ≥ 2n 1 − 4 and R Σ ≥ n i + n 2 − 2, respectively. As in [6] , we have ignored the log(32/δ) terms from the decoding lemma, and add a reduction in the overall sum-rate of 2 log(32/δ). Together with a bit-gap of at most 4, we get the overall gap 2 log(128/δ).
B. Upper Bounds
Theorem 8. The sum rate for the symmetric LTD-IMAC system model can be bounded from above by
Proof. Considering Fano's inequality and the Data Processing inequality one can establish the following bounds:
where (a) follows from H((y j ) n,↓ ) ≤ nη and
Here we used in the second last step, that the H matrices are lower uni-triangular matrices. This means that they are invertible, hence are bijective mappings. By symmetry is also holds that
Dividing both sides by 2n and taking n → ∞ yields the upper bound (35a). We now establish the bound (35b). Therefore we show that
which shows the upper bound (35b) for n → ∞. We now establish the bound (35c). We can show that
Dividing by n shows the upper bound (35c) for n → ∞. Now, we show the upper bound (35d). One can show that:
Dividing by n and letting n → ∞ shows the bound (35d). We now establish the bound (35e). We can show that
Dividing both sides by n and taking n → ∞ yields the desired upper bound.
Corollary 1. If the weaker user is strong enough to support full multi-user gain, the sum rate for the symmetric LTD-IMAC system model can be bounded from above by
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem V-B by investigation of the active bounds in the corresponding regimes.
Remark 1. The upper bounds for the weak interference asymmetric cases can be found in [3] . Upper bounds for weak symmetric cases correspond to the specific achievable schemes. Since the model can be split in the weak interference regime, the symmetric upper bounds can be split and mixed as well and show the asymmetric bounds as well.
VI. TRANSFER FROM LTD-IMAC TO G-IMAC A. Achievability for the G-IMAC
In this part, we prove the achievability for the Gaussian IMAC. We will show, that the lower-triangular scheme directly guides the constant-gap capacity achieving Gaussian scheme. The analysis is done in the same fashion as in [6] . We assume perfect knowledge of the channel gains h j ik . However, the same techniques as in [6] can be applied to show, that a max n j ik -bit quantisation of h j ik is sufficient for the achievability. Remember that the input signals are constructed such that
Observe, that this results in (1), where the new channel gains are g j ik ∈ (1, 4]. Due to this modulation, the first two bits of u ik are set to zero i.e.,
where [u ik ] j ∈ {0, 1} represents the bits of the binary expansion of u ik . This ensures that |u ik | ≤ 1 4 and therefore |g j ik u ik | ≤ 1. Moreover, the u ik -inputs are chosen such that the corresponding [u ik ] j -bits obey the design criteria of the LTD scheme in V-A. In particular, the places where the binary vectors of the LTD model are forced to be zero, need to be zero in the Gaussian scheme as well. Therefore, the u i1 -inputs will be also decomposed into common and private signal parts i.e.,
Where the private part u
i1 is decomposed again into two parts for the weak interference regime i.e., ni n1 ≤ 1 2 . In the following, we analyse the receiver one exemplary. By symmetry, all results for receiver one apply for receiver two as well. The channel equation for receiver one is
Observe that the private part u P 21 of transmitter two is grouped with the Gaussian noise. The purpose of the private part is, that it is received below the noise floor of the unintended receiver. By the specific structure of the LTD scheme, the private part is given by
where the two first bits are set to zero. Therefore we have |2 are received with the same channel gain and therefore align at receiver one. Once again following the notation of [6] , we can write the received signal parts above noise as
The decoder at receiver one tries to find estimatesŝ 11 ,ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1 2 for the received signal parts. Therefore, it is only interested in the sum of both interfering signals. The goal is to find the specificŝ 11 ,ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1 2 which minimize the distance to the received signal, i.e.
An error can occur, if the distance between y 1 and any other triple (ŝ 11 ,ŝ 12 ,ŝ 1 2 ) has a smaller distance than the noise. Therefore we need to investigate the minimum distance between the received signal parts and any other triple, which is
Observe that the structure of the problem is exactly the same as in [6, p. 4869] , although the network model is different 4 . For the interference regime where α ≥ 1 2 , we can use a Lemma which was proved in [6] . Lemma 5 ([6, Lemma 9]). Let δ ∈ (0, 1] and n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N, n 1 ≥ n 2 and
where c := 13104 and R ik is the rate of the signal u ik . Then, the bit allocation of the LTD-IMAC applied to the Gaussian IMAC results in a minimum constellation distance d ≥ 32 at each receiver for all channel gains (h mk ∈ (1, 2] 2×2 ) except for a set B ⊂ (1, 2] 2×2 of Lebesgue measure µ(B) ≤ δ.
Since the structure of the conditions is the same as in the LTD-IMAC case (Lemma 3), we see that the G-IMAC can achieve the sum rate of Lemma 1 (with appropriate adjustment of the constants) with small probability of error. However, note that we cannot apply this Lemma to our weak interference case. This is due to the private part, which is composed of the two private signals u P1 11 , u P2 11 . We provide the proof for an adjusted Lemma in Appendix D. Moreover, Lemma 5 only provides conditions for the decoding error to be small. As in [6] , it can be shown that an outer code over the modulated channel results in a vanishing error probability. Due to the structural similarities between the X-channel and the IMAC, all results in [6] regarding vanishing error probability also apply for the IMAC. In particular, for an outer code with rate R ik and a modulation rate of R ik it holds that
which uses the bound H(s 11 , s 12 , s proven in [6] , under usage of the conclusions of Lemma 5. This can be shown for each signal. The sum of the lower bounds then shows, that an outer code can achieve the previous sum rate with a vanishing error probability within a constant gap of six bits. Figure 16 shows the achievable strategy for the LD model. We partition the common part of the signal in ∆-bit partitions such that we have maximal direct bit-rate while minimizing the aligning interference. This results in an achievable bit-rate of 8∆ (sum rate of 16∆) bits using an orthogonal alignment scheme, where bit-levels are used independently. Lets assume the optimal input distribution in the IMAC setting is uniform. If X ∼ Unif[0, 1] we have that the binary expansion X = However, without any y distribution assumption we can get the bound of theorem 2
and therefore R Σ ≤ 17∆ bits. Those 17∆ bits are achievable by using the LTD model and an achieving strategy for our example is given in Fig. 17 . The difference in the LTD model is, that a dependence of the bit-levels at the receiver is introduced by taking the binary expansion of the channel gain into account. if fine gains are neglected. All curves are based on a symmetric channel. One can see that β controls the multi-user gain dependent on α. Moreover, one can see that for certain parameter ranges, the capacity is independent of differences in α, which results in horizontal lines. The first two (from the left) show 2β, the third shows 1 + β.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the Gaussian interfering multiple access channel (G-IMAC). We used the linear deterministic model (LDM) of the IMAC (coined LD-IMAC) as a first approximation to gain new insights. These insights show that with the help of interference alignment techniques in the signal-scale, upto half of the interference can be aligned and the other half can be therefore made available for communication. Moreover, we have shown upper bounds which coincide with the achievable rates for certain interference-to-signal ratios (see Fig. 4 ) and are within a certain gap of all other points. We conjectured that the gap is due to the over simplification of the LDM. Subsequently, lattice codes were used to convert the bit-level alignment schemes from the LD-IMAC to the G-IMAC. However, the gap towards the upper bounds consisted due to the fact that the lattice codes schemes were modelled after the bit-alignment strategies of the LD-IMAC, therefore inheriting the suboptimal structure. To overcome this gap, an approximation was needed which lies between the standard G-IMAC and the LD-IMAC. The new approximation model of [6] , the lower triangular deterministic model (LTDM), was a promising approach. Instead of setting the fine channel gain to one (as in the LDM case), this new model integrated the channel gain by another binary expansion. Taking the fine channel gain into account enables a new class of achievable schemes which are not limited to orthogonal bit alignment. It turned out, that this was also the limiting factor in the previous LDM achievable schemes. We have shown that the IMAC approximated by the LTDM (LTD-IMAC) can achieve the previous upper bounds in the whole interference regime, within a constant gap. Moreover, techniques from [6] could be modified in a way to show a constant gap capacity approximation of the G-IMAC, thereby porting the LTDM schemes to the Gaussian model. As a by-product this shows, that the GDoF of the IMAC is indeed as pictured in Fig. 18 . This shows that in the IMAC considerable gains can be achieved via signal scale alignment methods. Above only for simplification of the analysis. However, one needs a difference in the ratio of both direct link gains in comparison to the interference link gains in order to enable the signal scale alignment and get multi-user gain. We call this difference the shift-property.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 4 AND 7
Proof. A part of this proof follows closely the method of [9] for the Gaussian 2-user IC and applies it to the IMAC setting. The mutual information terms of the Gaussian channel will be transformed into a deterministic form in two steps. Each step will introduce a bit penalty which contributes to the overall gap between both bounds. Step 1 will transform the average power constraint to a peak power constraint.
Step 2 truncates the signals at noise level and removes the noise. a)
Step 1: average power constraint to peak power constraint.: The channel equation for the Gaussian IMAC is Recall that we assume without loss of generality that the Gaussian IMAC inputs have a unit average power constraint. We have to split the input signals in two parts, where one part is not exceeding the unit peak power constraint. We can write the binary expansion of the input signals as
Now we can write the part which exceeds the peak power constraint aŝ
and let the remaining part bex
Therefore, we can rewrite the channel equations such that all signals have a peak power constraint. and letŷ
be the receiver-side which exceeds the constraints. Each transmitter encodes a codeword x n ik (w ik ) based on the message w ik with message rate R ik for cell i and user k. We can therefore write the mutual information term for cell i in the following way
where (a) follows with the data processing inequality on (
and (c) is a consequence of Lemma 6 in [9] . b) Step 2: truncate at noise level and remove noise: Recall that the input is pure made of peak-power constraint signals due to step 1. Moreover, the channel gain is represented as h2 n , where h ∈ (1, 2], n ∈ N.
We will now split the terms h ik 2 n j ik x ik in parts above noise level and below noise level. The part above noise level can be written as
The part below noise level can be bounded from above by
Therefore, we can write the truncated output equations without noise as
where i, k ∈ {1, 2}. Following the proof method, we define
where the first part in the sum accounts for the terms below noise level, the second part includes the fractional channel gain h and the last part is for the fractional terms due to the floor function. Now we can transform the mutual information terms into the final linear deterministic mutual information terms 2 log(1 + 4(16)) + n < 3.1n for n → ∞. Therefore, we have shown that we can bound the Gaussian IMAC mutual information terms from above with deterministic mutual information terms within a constant gap of 11.1 bits.
Step 1
Step 2 ≤ I(w i1 , w i2 ; (ỹ j ) n ) + 11.1n.
Note that the LD-IMAC and the LTD-IMAC models are restricted to positive inputs. However, capacity is only a function of the magnitude of the channel gains, and additional negative inputs would only result in an additional constant number of bits. Moreover, addition over F 2 also costs only a constant number of bits (the missing carry over) and can be neglected for high SNR regimes as well. We can therefore upper bound the mutual information of the Gaussian model, with the terms of the deterministic model plus a constant number of bits. Furthermore, we can upper bound the deterministic model terms with Theorem V-B, which yields an upper bound for the Gaussian model.
Remark 2.
An alternative way to prove those bounds is to directly bound the Gaussian mutual information terms by using smart genies and the fact that conditional differential entropy is maximised by Gaussian random variables. In particular, the genie must be chosen such that it mimics the cuts in the proof of Theorem V-B. a. This property allows an elimination of an additional term inside the log variance term resulting from the Gaussian conditional entropy minus noise. Now one can scale a and b appropriately as in the proof of Theorem V-B. Since the genie information is now a shifted version of the interference terms, one needs to use the same trick as in the deterministic case to show the bound.
APPENDIX B BOUND ON ALIGNMENT STRUCTURE RATE TERM
We look into the lattice decoding bounds and develop lower bounds on the maximum achievable rates R Ii for the possible rate expressions inside the alignment structure for cell i and bit-level l. The achievable rate for the alignment structure is divided into three parts. We have two common signal parts, which are also received at cell j and one private signal part which is just received in cell i. The common signal parts need to obey two different decoding bounds, where one bound is for the decodability in cell i and one is for the decodability in cell j.
A. Common Signal Parts
For the direct path we have the decoding bound (19) with an equivalent noise
, because every partition, starting at level l, is used atleast once, the middle terms of the sum vanish and we have SNR
−1 left. Moreover, due to the overlapping of the interference, we have a sum over the odd bit-levels of the interference affected part. Together with the general noise of 1, we get the expression above. The decoding bound is therefore given as
where we denote ν =
. Now we can lower boundR Ii (l) and show that
where we used that SNR
> ν. The decoding bound is different in the interference path, because we need to decode the sum of two bit-levels. A sum of K signals needs to obey the decoding bound (20) with an equivalent noise of
Note that an signal directed to level l with an received power of θ l at cell i gets received at cell j with power
We therefore have the second decoding bound with
We can now lower bound the rateR IC i (l) and show that Fig. 19 . Illustration of the received bit-vectors at one receiver. A blank region corresponds to bits which are set to zero, i.e. unused bits. And grey regions corresponds to used bit-levels. Observe that there are 5 used regions, which corresponds to the weak interference case and our proposed scheme.
where we used the fact that ν 2 < 1 since SNR i1 > 1 and the weak interference regime. Note that we need to obey both decoding bounds such that our common signal parts are decodable at the legitimate receiver, and also as part of the lattice sum at the unintended receiver. The latter is important for the successive decoding scheme in which we need to subtract the interference sum to be able to decode the following bit-levels. We therefore use the minimum of both and the achievable rate is thereforē
B. Private Signal Parts
Here we just need to look into the direct path where we have the decoding bound (19) with an equivalent noise
Note that this is the equivalent of N j (l) in the bound for R IC i . Moreover, the bound is similar, except that we now just need to decode one codeword and therefore get the bound
Now we can lower boundR Ii
using the same steps as forR ICi . This rate depends on the ratio of the direct signals of cell j, since this ratio gives the size of the interference alignment blocks and therefore the size of the interference-free slots which cell i can use for communication.
Remark 3. We did not discuss the case where Li = Li, which results in remainder terms for certain cases in the alignment structures. The transmission power is not affected, but the noise term would be slightly different. However, the noise term would only change in the ν-terms but still obey our conditions. This means that all results above apply to these cases as well.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We have three bit vectorsū 1 =ū 1 ⊕ū 4 ⊕ū 5 ,ū 2 andū 3 , which are multiplied by the matricesḠ 1 ,Ḡ 2 andḠ 3 , respectively. Here,ū 1 corresponds to the wanted received signal x i1 ,ū 2 to x i2 andū 3 to the sum of both interference bit vectors. One can view the signalsū 4 andū 5 as the private parts ofū 1 . We use the same framework as in [6] to analyse this setting, i.e we use the notation
where n − and n + are nonnegative integers such that n − ≥ n + . Such that we can consider bit vectors (ū 1 ,ū 2 ,ū 4 ,ū 3 ,ū 5 ) in
×U(n 4 , n 4 − R 4 ) × U(n 3 , n 3 − R 3 ) × U(R 5 , 0), with n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ n 4 ≥ n 3 , see Fig 19. Note that due to our scheme, we have a few assumptions on R k , k ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, namely thatū 4 ,ū 3 andū 5 do not overlap, andū 1 andū 2 do not overlap with those three signals, too. This yields the following equations
We introduce the rate R Fix := R 3 + R 4 + R 5 to denote the sum of the bit-level rates which are fixed by the scheme, i.e. do not overlap. Therefore, we have that
and it follows that n(ū k ) ≤ n 1 − R Fix , for k ∈ {1, 2},ū k = 0 and n(ū) which gives the smallest index i, such thatū i = 1, and n(0) = ∞. This means we have that min{n(ū 4 ), n(ū 5 ), n(ū 3 )} > n 1 − R Fix .
We can now remove the dependence of the outage set on the signalsū 4 ,ū 5 ,ū 3 . Note that we have n(Ḡū) = n(ū), since the matricesḠ are unit lower triangular and therefore down-shift (to bigger indices) the signalū 5 . We therefore have that n Ḡ 0ū0 ⊕Ḡ 1ū1 ⊕Ḡ 2ū2 > n 1 − R Fix } and U := U(n 0 , n 0 − R 0 ) × U(n 1 , n 1 − R 1 ) × U(n 2 , n 2 − R 2 ).
with the outage set B ⊂ B := (ū0,ū1,ū2)∈U \{(0,0,0)} B (ū 0 ,ū 1 ,ū 2 ).
Observe that this corresponds to our case forū 0 = 0 and R 0 = 0. It was shown in [6, Proof of Lemma 11] , that the measure of the set B ⊂ B := If we plug-inū 0 = 0 and go through the proof, one can see that this reduces the number of cases from four to one, which results in a lower gap and just two conditions, namely
Together with our conditions for the fixed, non-overlapping parts, we have that
Now we can set . and replace δ with δ/2 to account for the measure of the overall outage set (over both receivers) which concludes the proof of Lemma 4.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THE DECODING LEMMA FOR THE WEAK INTERFERENCE CASE
In order to get a similar result as in Lemma 5 for the weak interference case, we need to prove a modified version of [6, Lemma 12] , which is Lemma 6. Let n 3 , n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z + such that n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ n 3 and 
For any δ ∈ (0, 1] satisfying R 1 + R 2 + R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ n 1 − 6 − log(1008/δ) R 2 + R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ n 2 − 6 R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ (n 1 − n 3 )
we have µ(B) ≤ δ.
Where the set U is defined as This means that U represents the set of possible inputs, if constraint to the specific bit-structure of the LTDM scheme.
Proof. The proof follows closely the one from [6] . We will therefore just point out the main differences and refer the reader to the original proof for a more detailed exposition. First of all, note that due to the specific scheme in the LTD model we have the equations
This is because the parts R 5 , R 4 , R 3 are constructed such that they do not overlap (except the aligning interference signals), see Fig. 10 . We now represent the set B(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 5 ) as 
with a bit-offset at the receiver of A k := 2 n k −R k for k ∈ 1, 2, 3, 5 and a used number of bits q k ∈ {−Q k , −Q k + 1, . . . , Q k − 1, Q k } for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and Q k := 2 R k . Observe that our set B has the same structure as the one in [6] , but with an additional variable attached to the aligning part g 1 . To solve it in the same fashion, we would need to proof a generalization of [6, Lemma 14] . However, we can circumvent this by exploiting the structure of the weak interference case. We can use that the private allocations of the stronger user are not overlapping with the aligned interference parts. This enables a bound on those parts, which simplifies the analysis and lets us apply [6, Lemma 14] as it is. The following Lemma introduces this idea.
Lemma 7. For g 1 , g 2 ∈ (1, 4] , A k and q k as defined above, it holds that
Proof. Observe that due to the specific structure of the parts u 3 , u 4 , u 5 in U which is with b i ∈ {0, 1} and the LTD scheme constraints such that R 5 ≤ (n 1 − 2n 3 ), R 3 ≤ (54) where R 6 := R 3 + R 4 + R 5 and q + k ∈ {0, . . . , Q k − 1, Q k } for k ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} and Q k := 2 R k . In particular this means that where β := 2 R3+R4+R5+6 . Now we can apply Groshev's theorem. In particular, we need a generalisation of the theorem for an asymmetric and non-asymptotic setting, which was proven in [6, Lemma 14] . In particular we need just the special case of two parameters of the Lemma: 
Now we can continue with the proof of Lemma 6. We need to normalize |g 2 A 2 q 2 + g 1 A 1 q 1 | < β in order to fit Lemma 8. We first assume that A 1 ≤ A 2 . Define Now, observe that we need β ∈ (0, 1] and we therefore have the inequality
Since we know that n 1 ≥ n 2 , we also know
We therefore have µ(B ) ≤ 1008β Q 2 .
Substituting the definitions yields µ(B ) ≤ 1008 · 2 R1+R2+R2+R3+R4+R5+6−n1 .
Combined with (60), this shows that if R 1 + R 2 + R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ n 1 − 6 − log(1008/δ),
we have µ(B ) ≤ δ. The case for A 2 ≤ A 1 is done in the same fashion with appropriate index switching. For β it gives the condition
which is stronger than (58). Furthermore, it yields the bound
which gives again µ(B ) ≤ 1008 · 2 R1+R2+R3+R4+R5+6−n1 .
We therefore have that the above equations, together with (55) yields R 1 + R 2 + R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ n 1 − 6 − log(1008/δ), R 2 + R 5 + R 4 + R 3 ≤ n 2 − 6,
which results in µ(B ) ≤ δ. This completes the proof of Lemma 6 and it can be used to show the following result:
Lemma 9. Let δ ∈ (0, 1] and n 1 , n 2 , n i ∈ N, n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ n i and 
APPENDIX E VERIFICATION OF DECODING CONDITIONS ON LTDM SCHEMES
We check the cases
